2002 dodge ram sport

A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Good friends never fail you. Really good friends
never fail to lend you their pickup trucks. For most folks, owning a pickup is like owning a Ditch
Witch: It's a little too big and a little too single-purpose to keep around between jobs. Better to
borrow. At the end, enough editors were singing psalms in praise of the Ram's larger cabin and
four full doors that it was awarded the long-stems. Suddenly, the Ram we were so fond of
borrowing was ours, at least for a year or so. What do you do with a pickup if you don't chop
wood for a living or tow a boat with enough metal flake in the gel coat to divert incoming
Scuds? After a few days, the psalm singing tailed off, and some earnest brow furrowing began.
Here's what the Ram ran up in options costs. The goodies included leather power seats with
heaters, anti-lock brakes, power windows and locks, overhead and folding center consoles, and
a single-CD player. The engine option with the biggest bores available, the hp, 5. Over 40, miles,
the Ram pitted five times for scheduled oil changes and maintenance and twice for surprises
that were covered under warranty. We feverishly dreamed up tasks to keep the Ram rambling.
Engineers bobbed the new Ram's tail by three precious inches to make the cabin larger, but the
bed was still big enough to handle most assignments. At different times, wood chips, a Ford
flathead V-8, a rowboat, and several motorcycles rode on the Ram's back porch. At miles, one of
our contributing editors carted his Honda Hurricane across the country to have it serviced at
the company's U. When asked if he had a problem toting the bike, our man of few words said,
"Nope. He and others enthused over the Ram's comfortable seats and airy cubic-foot cabin.
Dodge's big gamble to nix the clamshell doors of the old Ram and go with four conventional
front-hinged hatches won instant approval. Unlike other trucks we've wrestled with, the Ram
didn't sit idle when the passenger manifest grew beyond two. Crates, toolboxes, and bent
race-car parts rode in sheltered style when we folded up the rear seats and unfolded the handy
parcel tray. But the Ram's stiff, Rubicon-tuned springs and shocks drew immediate flak. A few
had problems steering the big freighter in tight harbors. The Ram was a faithful servant except
for two curious incidents. A mysterious and intermittent clunking from underneath appeared at
17, miles and couldn't be diagnosed, so the dealer rotated the tires, and of course, the noise
abated. And at 37, the transmission locked itself in first gear. The dealer discovered that the
shifting valve body had gone "tango uniform. The only other warranty item was the ashtray,
which fell in a heap of parts onto the floor and was replaced at no charge. In the meantime, a
trailer arrivedâ€”a Pace American Shadow GT foot tandem-axle box trailer, to be preciseâ€”on
loan from the Indiana-based manufacturer. The potent-sounding but ancient 5. Between arrival
and departure the Ram's charge quickened. The mph scramble improved from 9. Braking
distance from 70 mph shrank by a negligible eight feet to Compared with the Sierra, which
closed out its stay with a scorching 6. With the Pace American, the 5. Approaching the truck's
pound tow capacity our Silverado and F comparo vehicles invite and pounds, respectively , the
Ram had trouble sustaining freeway speeds. The transmission hunted constantly and fruitlessly
for more power. Grades were tackled at snail speed. Had it been available, the new Hemi would
have helped. The Ram also wriggled and bucked when put in the harness, the bump energy

from the trailer exciting the Ram's starchy springs into frenzy. Shifting the load to vary the
tongue weight accomplished little and never made the Ram as sweet or stable a tow vehicle as
the GMC Sierra C3. The Ram swilled more than gallons of Saudi Select, averaging 12 miles to
the gallon. The Sierra returned 14, and offered horsepower and permanent AWD as bonuses. At
least the Ram needed no extra oil between changes, but hitched to the Pace American, the
Ram's efficiency dwindled to 8 to 9 mpg. Fixed up with a Hemi and a slightly less crusty
suspension, the Ram would be welcome to stay forever. Otherwise, we're content to borrow
from friends. Don't know if I'd want to climb into and out of this truck every day. Rides pretty
rough, even with a load. On some woodsy tracks there's a shudder going through the frame,
and it's possible to get either end of the truck jumping around on taller bumps. WEBSTER You
have to mash the accelerator all the way to get a kickdown, and if you release the pedal even
slightly, it jumps back into overdrive and the engine just dies. There's nothing wrong with the
powertrain that a Chevy small-block and a Hydra-Matic 4LE wouldn't fix. The trailer's steel frame
and plywood sides amounted to a curb weight of pounds, leaving just pounds for cargo
capacity to stay within the Ram's tow rating. Duesenbergs had to stay home, but staffers put the
Pace to work hauling their featherweight race cars to area tracks. The Pace pushed the tiptoeing
Ram around on the freeway, and its cetacean dimensions proved a challenge to thread through
tight paddocks. But the luxury of toting an enclosed and well-lit work space made the Pace well
worth the effort. The steps automatically swing down when the corresponding door is opened,
providing a perch that is about midway between the ground and the Ram's sill. When the door
closes, the SideWINDER retracts against the Ram's underbody, so it doesn't get packed with
snow and is less likely to get damaged during off-road driving. The steps are a boon for shorter
folks. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best
Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best
Station Wagons of View Photos. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and
imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find
more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading
Below. Try it free for 14 days. View Full Image. Truck Trend Magazine truck reviews. In the s and
into the early s, pickups were somewhat vanilla in the styling department. Sure, you knew a
Ford from a Dodge from a Chevy, but none stood out much from a crowd. That all changed in
'94 when Dodge morphed the looks of a Kenworth onto the Ram, creating a true phenomenon in
the truck world. For the first time, a pickup took on a bold and brash look, one that meant
business on the construction site and, when seen in the rearview mirror, bode fear in the hearts
of subcompact-car drivers. With a near total makeover only the powertrains remain unchanged ,
we figured it was time for us to put the Ram to the test--or better yet, a year's worth of testing in
our long-term fleet. While we came close to choosing the optional inch wheels, we thought
better of it, as we're planning some serious off-roading adventures with this latest long-termer.
With mere break-in miles on the clock , to be exact , we're already impressed with the new Ram:
The interior is commodious compared to the previous generation's, and the quality of interior
materials is a marked improvement over last year's offering. Driving long distances won't tax
your back, as the captain's chairs offer plenty of lumbar and thigh support. Rated at horsepower
and lb-ft of torque, our cubic-inch Magnum does a go
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od job pulling a pound trailer, but nearing its pound trailer-towing capacity our test trailer was a
tad over pound , it's a bit overburdened by the weight. With the rear loaded, the ride is velvet
smooth. When unloaded, the only axle hop we've experienced is in semi-abused lanes. To date,
the Dodge has been trouble free, and though we haven't had a chance to take our Sport off the
pavement yet, we have some rock crawling plans in the works for our Ram in the following
months. In the meantime, it's a favorite weekend vehicle and a real head-turner at the local
home-improvement center. More Photos View Slideshow. Follow Truck Trend Network
Facebook. Truck Trend Newsletter Sign Up. Email: Required. Zip Code:. Yes â€” I prefer to
receive offers and promotions from Trucktrend Network. Yes â€” I prefer to receive occasional
updates with special offers from carefully selected third party partners of Trucktrend Network.
By subscribing you agree to the terms and conditions of our terms of use.

